NORTHCLIFF HIGH SCHOOL
OUR SCHOOL UNIFORM
Northcliff High School's uniform should be neat at all times and be worn with pride. When students
put on their uniform, they become part of a well-established history of traditions which instills a
level of discipline. It shows you are part of a greater organisation and gives a sense of belonging,
enhancing the community spirit and unity.
BOYS - SUMMER
* Properly fitting grey flannel trousers secured with a black leather belt with traditional buckle and
grey socks and black leather shoes.
* An open-neck white short-sleeved shirt with the school badge on the pocket or a white short or
long sleeve shirt with a top button and appropriate tie.
* The school blazer or appropriate sleeveless school jersey may be worn if cold.
GIRLS - SUMMER
* Royal blue tunic with a white, open-neck short-sleeve or a white short or long sleeve shirt with a
top button and appropriate tie.
* White anklet socks (not longer than mid-calf) and black school lace-up or bar shoes.
* The school blazer or appropriate sleeveless school jersey may be worn if cold.
BOYS - WINTER
* Properly fitting grey flannel trousers secured with a black leather belt with traditional buckle and a
white long-sleeve shirt with a top button and appropriate tie. Grey socks and black leather shoes.
* The appropriate sleeveless of long sleeve school jersey, appropriate school scarf and navy blue
gloves may be worn if cold AND The school blazer must be worn.
GIRLS - WINTER
* Royal blue tunic with navy blue, calf-length socks or navy blue tights or regulation winter long
school pants with navy blue socks.
* White, long sleeve shirt with a top button and appropriate tie with black school lace-up or
bar shoes.
* The appropriate sleeveless or long sleeve school jersey, appropriate school scarf and navy blue
gloves may be worn if cold AND The school blazer must be worn.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The full school tracksuit in winter and in summer must be worn. However, in summer the tracksuit
top is optional provided the boys are wearing the sports shirt with stripes (no vest) and girls are
wearing the sleeveless shirt with stripes. Appropriate shoes with short white socks.

NORTHCLIFF HIGH SCHOOL
COLOURS AND AWARDS
JUNIOR COLOURS
* Pupils must be performing at the same level as senior pupils receiving Senior Full Colours.
* Pupils may not receive Junior Colours for Academics unless they have placed in the top 100 of a
recognized senior academic Olympiad that has wide scale participation.
* Junior Colours may only be awarded to pupils participating in the 1st Team.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATION
* Pupils must be selected by a South African panel. In order to be eligible pupils must be
selected for and represent South Africa, and not a club, in an international competition,
tournament or event.
* This applies to age group representation and not only senior South African representation.
* Pupils receiving their National Colours will be entitled to wear the Northcliff High Junior Colours
or Senior Full Colours uniform and the corresponding insignia.
* The awarding of Junior Colours or Senior Full Colours is based on the year they achieved and
were awarded National Representation. For example, if a person in Gr. 8, 9, or 10 receives National
Representation they may wear the Junior Colours insignia and uniform. They will keep their Junior
Colours insignia and uniform for Gr. 11 and 12 unless they receive National Representation in their
Senior Years in which case they may now wear the Senior Full Colours insignia and uniform.

COLOURS INSIGNIA AND UNIFORM
WHITE HONOURS BLAZER
* White blazer with red and white braiding provided by the school.
* There are no scrolls on the white honours blazer.
* Senior Full Colour tie.
* White Northcliff jersey and white Northcliff scarf.
SENIOR RE-AWARD FULL COLOURS
* Light blue colours blazer with
red and white braiding.
* Light blue scroll with gold/yellow
text for the specific activity.
* Senior Full Colour tie .
* White Northcliff jersey and
white Northcliff scarf.

NORTHCLIFF HIGH SCHOOL
SENIOR FULL COLOURS
* Light blue colours blazer with red and white braiding.
* Light blue scroll with white text for the specific activity.
* Senior Full Colour tie.
* White Northcliff jersey and white Northcliff scarf.
SENIOR RE-AWARD HALF COLOURS
* Navy blue school blazer with red and white braiding and special Colours Crest.
* Navy blue scroll with gold/yellow text for the specific activity.
* Team tie.
* White Northcliff jersey and white Northcliff scarf.
SENIOR HALF COLOURS
* Navy blue school blazer with red and white braiding and special Colours Crest.
* Navy blue scroll with white text for the specific activity.
* Team tie.
* White Northcliff jersey and white Northcliff scarf.
SENIOR HALF COLOURS
* Navy blue school blazer with red and white braiding and special Colours Crest.
* Navy blue scroll with white text for the specific activity.
* Team tie.
* White Northcliff jersey and white Northcliff scarf.
JUNIOR COLOURS
* Navy blue school blazer with royal blue and white braiding and standard School Crest.
* Navy blue scroll with white text for the specific activity.
* Team tie.
* Navy Northcliff jersey and white Northcliff scarf.
TEAM AND SERVICE TIE
* Team tie.
* Navy Northcliff jersey and navy Northcliff scarf.
COUNCILLORS & CAPTAINS
* School councillors and first team captains are also permitted to wear the white Northcliff jersey
with a white Northcliff scarf.

NORTHCLIFF HIGH SCHOOL
SCROLLS
EXAMPLE - 1
If a pupil had Senior Full Colours for academics but Senior Half Colours for swimming and netball,
they would wear a light blue blazer with light blue scrolls reading as follows:
ACADEMIC
: (Senior Full Academic Colours)
HALF COLOURS : (heading)
NETBALL
: (Senior Half Colours for Netball)
SWIMMING
: (Senior Half Colours for Swimming)
EXAMPLE - 2
If a pupil had Senior Full Colours for academics but Junior Colours for swimming and netball, they
would wear a light blue blazer with light blue scrolls reading as follows:
ACADEMIC
: (Senior Full Academic Colours)
JUNIOR COLOURS : (Heading)
NETBALL
: (Junior Colours for Netball)
SWIMMING
: (Junior Colours for Swimming)

